In this work, we introduce a new version of Krasnoselskii fixed-point theorem dealing with -tupled fixed-point results under certain blended conditions. Herein, we demonstrate that our newly theoretical results are applied to the investigation of RiemannLiouville fractional differential equations (R-L FDEs for short). Furthermore, an example to illustrate the abstract results is obtained.
Introduction
Fixed-point theory has experienced quick improvement over the most recent quite a few years. The development has been firmly advanced by the vast number of utilizations in the existence theory of functional, fractional, differential, partial differential, and integral equations. Two fundamental theorems concerning fixed points are those of Schauder and of Banach. The Schauder theorem states that if is a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach space and : → is a continuous map such that ( ) is compact, then has a fixed point. In Banach's theorem, every contraction operator on a complete metric space has a unique fixed point. In 1964, Krasnoselskii [1] gave a very important fixed-point theorem which is a blend of the nonlinear contraction principle and Schauder's fixed-point theorem. He gave intriguing applications to differential equations by finding the existence of solutions under some hybrid conditions. In 2013, Dhage [2] proposed an important Krasnoselskii-type fixed-point theorem and used it to study the existence of the solution to the system of nonlinear fractional differential equations. In the same year, Dhage and Jadhav [3] studied the existence of solution for hybrid differential equations. Also, Lu et al. [4] developed the theory of fractional hybrid differential equations including R-L FDEs and gave an existence theorem for fractional hybrid differential equations. In 2016, Bashiri et al. [5] proposed a new version of Kransoselskii-type fixed-point theorem based on coupled fixed-point approach and applied their results to study the existence of solution to a system of two R-L FDEs. Recently, Yang et al. [6] used the concept of fractional derivative due to Caputo to prove Krasnoselskii coupled fixed-point theorem under some certain conditions and applied their results to study the existence of the solution to a nonlinear coupled system for fractional differential equations.
In this paper, we give a new version of -tupled fixedpoint theorem which is utilized to prove the existence of the -tupled fixed point of sum of more than two operators. Also, we apply our N-tupled fixed-point theorem to prove the existence of solution to the system of R-L FDEs.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic concepts concerning fixed-point theory. Notably, a fractional derivative criterion in normed spaces is stated, which is based on the concept of Riemann-Liouville derivative and Caputo fractional derivative. In Section 3, our main -tupled fixed-point results are proved. Section 4 is devoted to study the existence of a solution for nonlinear R-L FDEs.
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Preliminaries
Let ( , ‖.‖) be a normed space and : × → be a mapping. An element ( , ) ∈ × is called coupled fixed point of in × if ( , ) = and ( , ) = [7] .
Definition . A mapping :
→ is said to be -function if it is upper semicontinuous and monotone nondecreasing such that (0) = 0.
Definition (see [8] 
For more information about coupled, tripled, and -tupled fixed points, see [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Now, we recall some definitions about the fractional derivative. The fractional derivative is defined via the fractional integral operator. So, we will start by the definition of the fractional integral operator. The fractional integral operator of order ∈ (0, ∞) of a function ( ) is given as
Also, the Riemann-Liouville derivative of order > 0 is defined as
where is positive integer and − 1 < < .
The Caputo fractional derivative of order > 0 with − 1 < < is denoted by * and is given as * ( )
For more details about the fractional calculus, we refer the reader to [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The following two lemmas are useful in what follows.
Lemma 3 (see [21] ). If 0 < < 1 and
Lemma 4 (see [24] 
Main Fixed-Point Results
In this section, we give the main -tupled fixed-point theorem which will play an important role in the proposed applications.
The following theorem was given in [5] and will be used with Lemma 4 as a tool to prove the main results. (1) is a contraction (2) is continuous and compact
en, the equation ( , ) = + has a coupled fixed point in × .
Consider
= ∏ =1 and define the following two operations (sum and scalar multiplication in ) as follows:
, and ∈ , then, we have that
Therefore, the norm in can be defined as
where ‖.‖ is the norm defined on . It is easy to prove that ( , ‖.‖) is a Banach space.
We are now ready to prove our main -tupled fixed-point theorem for this section. has an N-tupled fixed point in ∏ =1 .
Proof. Define = ∏ =1 . It is easy to prove ̸ = 0 is closed convex and bounded subset of . Consider
Therefore, if we prove that the operator equation = ∑ =1 has a solution = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) ∈ , then we obtain that
Then, we have that
which implies that ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) is an -tupled fixed point of in . Now, we prove the theorem by three steps.
Step . Prove 1 is a contraction. Let ̸ = ∈ , we have that
for some ∈ (0, 1). Then, 1 is a contraction.
Step . 2 , 3 , . . . , are continuous and compact. Let ( ) = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) be a sequence in converging to = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) ∈ as → ∞. Since 2 is continuous, we get that
This shows that 2 is continuous. Similarly, one can obtain that 3 , . . . , are continuous. Since 2 is bounded, then, for all ∈ , there exist 2 > 0 such that ‖ 2 ‖ ≤ 2 . Therefore, we have that
Thus, 2 is uniformly bounded in . By doing the same steps, we get that 3 , . . . , are also uniformly bounded in . Since 2 is compact in , then we get that 2 ( ) is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded in . Now, we prove that 2 ( ) is equicontinuous in . Since 2 ( ) is equicontinuous in , for any ∈ and 2 > 1 , we have that
Hence, for any Z = 2 ∈ 2 ( ) and 2 − 1 → 0, we obtain
Thus, 2 ( ) is equicontinuous in . Therefore, 2 ( ) is compact in . Hence, 2 : → is compact. By doing the same steps, we get 3 , 4 , . . . , : → are compact.
Step . The operator equation 0 = 1 0 + 2 + . . . + implies that 0 ∈ , for all ∈ . 
We get that, for all 2 , 3 , . . . , ∈ ,
It implies that ∈ . Therefore, we have that ( , . . . , ) ∈ . Define : → as = 2 + 3 +⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ , for all ∈ . Thus, is continuous and compact. If 0 = 1 0 + holds, then 0 ∈ , for all ∈ . From Lemma 3, the operator equation = 1 + has a solution in . Then, if the solution is ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ), we get that
Therefore, we have that ( 2 , 3 , . . . , 1 ) , . . .
Hence, has an -tupled fixed point.
Existence of the Solution of the System of R-L FDEs
In this section, we prove the existence of a mild solution of the system of -fractional evolution equations:
. . . 
We study the existence of a solution for system (19) under the following hypotheses:
( 1) For all ∈ [0, ], the mapping → − 1 ( , ) is increasing in R.
( 2) There exist two constants 1 , such that 1 ≥ > 0 and
for all ∈ [0, ] and , ∈ R. ( 3) There exists a constant,
for all ∈ [0, ] and , ∈ R. Lu et al. [4] proved that if the hypothesis ( 1 ) holds, ∈ Proof. System (19) has a solution if the following system of the integral equations has a solution:
Let = [0, ] (R) and be subset of defined as = { ∈ : ‖ ‖ ≤ }, where
It is clear that is closed bounded convex of . Define the operators 1 : → and 2 , . . . , : → as follows:
. . .
Then, we can say that an element ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) ∈ is an -tupled solution of system (19) if and only if ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) is the solution to the system for the following operator equations:
Define the mapping :
. Thus, system (19) has a solution if and only if ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) has an -tupled fixed point. We apply Theorem 6 to prove the result. Now we apply three steps to prove the theorem.
Step . The operator 1 is a contraction.
Since condition H2 holds, we get that, for any , ∈ , we have
Thus, by defining ( ) = /( 1 + ), we get that ( ) < . Hence, by taking the sup, we get that
Step . The operators 2 , 3 , . . . , are continuous and compact on .
Let
* ∈ and { } ⊂ such that lim →∞ = * . Using Dominated Convergence Theorem of Lebesgue integral, we get that
Hence, 2 is a continuous operator on . Similarly, by doing the same steps, we get that
Thus, 3 , . . . , are continuous operators on . From (H3), for all ∈ , we get that
Therefore, if we take the supremum, we have
Doing the same steps for 3 , . . . , , we obtain
, . . . ,
Hence, 2 , . . . , are uniformly bounded functions on . For any ∈ and for any 1 , 2 ∈ [0, ] such that 1 < 2 , we get that
Hence, when 2 − 1 → 0, we have that
Thus, 2 ( ) is equicontinuous on [0, ]. Hence, 2 ( ) is uniformly bounded operator in and 2 is a compact operator. Similarly, by doing the same steps, we get 3 , . . . , : → are compact operators.
Step . Prove that the equation = 1 + 2 2 + 3 3 + . . . + implies that ∈ , for all 2 , . . . , ∈ . Let ∈ and 2 , . . . , ∈ . Let = 1 + 2 2 + 3 3 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + . Using condition (H4), we get that ) .
Thus, ∈ . By applying Theorem 6, we get that the system of fractional equations (19) has a solution in [0, ].
Example . Consider the following system of R-L FDEs: .
Therefore, 2 ( , ( ), ( ( ))) ≤ ℎ 2 ( ), where ℎ 2 ( ) = . Also 3 ( , ( ), ( ( ))) ≤ ℎ 3 (t), where ℎ 3 ( ) = 7. Let * = 0, = 1, 1 = 2, = , and ℎ 2 ( ) = , ℎ 3 ( ) = 7 in Theorem 7; we obtain ≥ 22. Then, system (38) has a solution.
Conclusions
This paper introduced a new version of Kransnoselskii fixedpoint theorem. This generalization is more general because we can study the -tupled fixed point by it. Another advantage of the proposed -tupled fixed point is to study the existence of systems of more than two operator equations. For that, we applied the abstract proposed fixed-point theorem to prove the existence of solution of the system of -RL-FDEs. We gave an example to illustrate the abstract proposed fixedpoint theorem.
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